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1.Cultural and genetic influence

2.Developmental Stumbles cause anguish

3.Events 

4.Our role in this

My framework for this talk



culture

Men are strong



Stumbles give heart ache

• Each step presents challenges:
• Getting started in a career, a relationship, friendships, 
• Succeeding
• Tapering
• Retiring
• Aging



Addiction Disorders are now:    
more severe and 
more prevalent

more toxic consequences



Prognosis is better than 50 years ago!
Fate is not determined only by

1.Genetics

2.Precipitants  (chemicals, racism, violence…)

3.treatment   (bio, psycho, social, spiritual) 



Better Outcome?

How does a man take charge of his health?

How does a team share treatment?

How does a community join a man’s health?



Is there dignity?





A man is born with his genetic code 
 and into the culture around him.

stumbles bring anguish.

Stuff happens:     joyful or violent.  
 but responses bring anguish or growth
 



the usefulness of treatment is determined by:
 
 respectful connection, and
 good technique. 

 Dignity above all

A man’s good health requires say and dignity



What did I 
say about 

men’s 
mental 
health?

DIGNITY

Treatment has:
 respectful connection
 good technique



THE END
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